The long-term FORTIKA project aims to provide SMEs with an embedded, smart, and robust hardware security layer against cyber threats, enhanced with an adaptive security service management ecosystem (FORTIKA marketplace). The project will be presented at the H2020 Project Clustering Workshop, which took place in Athens on 31/1/2020 and will return to Brussels on 15 of June. The project will be presented by Cyberwatching EU, in Brussels on April 26. The projectosed by a flea to cover the security needs of small and mid-sized businesses. The project will provide a continuous flow of security resources and services, adjusted to the versatile and dynamically changing needs of small and mid-sized businesses. The project will also network and exchange on the state of the art in academic and commercial cybersecurity collaborations while on the same time showcasing the wide impact that these projects have not only to industry and academia, but also to society by providing safer and more resilient overall cyber security gateways. The project will also provide a new level of cyber security in the world of SMEs, allowing them to compete on a level playing field with larger organizations.